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Achieving student engagement, 

learning and satisfaction through the 

UWA Summer School 

  

 

 

1. Necessity of redesign of modes of learning for all summer school units 

The multi-purpose aims and benefits of Summer Schools at UWA are clear: 

 they extend and leverage the UWA reputation and curriculum; 

 they enable more flexibility for students;  

 they offer increased student recruitment, retention, and achievements; and 

 they offer an opportunity for excellent ‘premium’ approaches to be developed 

 

The success of the summer school initiative depends on the mode and nature of the efficacy 

of the educational provision. The education provision goes far beyond the shortening of the 

calendar time for the teaching of each unit.  UWA standards require that students must 

engage in around 150 hours of study per unit, and there are new and important requirements 

on assessment and feedback. The aim for effective student-centred, active learning 

experiences underpins the nature of changes required. 

 

2. The solution for supporting redesign 

UWA has now established, evaluated, researched, and customised to UWA’s needs, a 

learning design process known as Carpe Diem. The process is team-based, owned by the 

unit coordinators, and supported by learning technologists and librarians.  In 2.5 years, 300 

of UWA’s units have now been redesigned, resulting in dramatically-increased 

modernisation of UWA’s units into future-proofed blended learning.  Early results also show 

increases in student satisfaction with units that have gone through the Carpe Diem process. 

LMS statistics demonstrate a doubling of the students’ engagement on the LMS for 

redesigned teaching units.  

 

Almost all undergraduate and postgraduate coursework degrees, and most UWA students, 

are now engaged digitally in their learning to a greater or lesser extent.  The LMS has very 

extensive activities which are safe, supported and reliable, which can meet or exceed all 

pedagogical challenges. The LMS learning environment, together with the soon to be 

available Enterprise Video Management System can accommodate the increased load at no 

additional cost, and further facilities in the LMS can be brought directly into play, including: 

 the current assessment and feedback futures project 

 learning analytics project, and 

 video as a teaching device 

 

It will be essential that all Summer School units undertake the Carpe Diem process for the 

unit proposed for summer school, regardless of whether or not it has been through Carpe 

Diem previously. Going through this process will help Unit Coordinators achieve both the 

essential learning re-design for teaching period changes and support them to maximise the 

use of the learning technologies for student engagement. The reuse of approaches and 

materials for further teaching period changes should be considered during redesign.  

 

  

http://www.worldclasseducation.uwa.edu.au/education-futures/professional-development/carpe-diem-workshops
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3. The nature of shortening and flexing a unit of study 

Changing the calendar length of a unit, normally offered during a regular 13-week semester, 

requires a great deal more than compressing the teaching into a more intensive period. It 

requires a redesign of the mode of learning that connects learning outcomes to the best use 

of student study time (150 hours for a standard 6 point unit).  In other words the 

development of: 

 the engagement of the student through a planned and scaffolded experience (that 

provides opportunity for interaction with peers); 

 the points of contact with the academic and other teaching and support staff; 

 a viable set of interconnected focussed learning activities either on or offline or both; 

 choices of components including type of classroom environment, technologies, digital 

environments and tools; and 

 

Such an approach provides for a constructive total experience that leads to students’ likely 

achievements of the learning outcomes.  This is how high quality learning and leading 

innovative teaching practices are achieved.  

 

All UWA units have learning outcomes and requirements of 150 study hours; these study 

hours include interacting with content (via lectures, reading, multimedia and other learning 

materials), interacting with facilitators and peers (via discussion, group work and other 

learning activities), checking understanding (by preparing for and submitting summative and 

formative assessments, and receiving feedback), independent study, and, increasingly, a 

wide range of engagement opportunities through the LMS.   

 

4. Models of learning  

Those Schools and Unit Co-ordinators wishing to offer their units in Summer School can be 

advised and supported by CEF on appropriate models of learning using the key criteria of: 

1. total of 150 student study hours; 

2. high quality planned pedagogy; 

3. efficiency and effectiveness for staff;  

4. high levels of student satisfaction and achievement; and 

5. meeting UWA all quality standards including those of the Assessment and Feedback 

Policy 

 

There are a variety of models for active learning that can be chosen, these include: 

 

a. Flipped learning  

 A reversal of traditional teaching: students first exposure to material are outside of 

class or lab, usually via reading, exercises or specially prepared or sourced lecture 

videos. 

 Class time is used to undertake the more engaged and interactive work with peers of 

assimilating the knowledge through collaborative activities such as problem solving, 

discussions, debates etc. 

 Works well for more creative and practical subjects; labs can also be flipped. 
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b.  ‘Extended’ fl ipped learning  

 Students prepare and work together throughout digitally, meeting in the middle or 

towards the end of the unit, perhaps requiring only one attendance in face-to-face 

mode for labs or field work. 

 Works well where a location-based period of learning (e.g. labs) or where co-location 

is more highly beneficial (e.g. maker spaces). 

 

c. Entirely digital learning, no campus attendance  

 Offers the most flexibility for students and staff and the potential for recruiting outside 

of WA. 

 Without expert redesign of learning strategies is likely to be unsuccessful and very 

demanding for staff. 

 Requires up-front ‘planned’ design well in advance of the students’ commencement, 

and some LMS and video production facilities. The approach is to design once and 

deliver many times offering scalability, more usability and repeatability. 

 Is also the most efficient for staff in the longer term since units can be designed 

entirely on the LMS, and delivered and supported by remote, trained digital tutors, 

leading to scalability and volume. 

 

d. Fully mobile enabled 

 All learning materials and interaction with tutors and peers are provided to be 

available on a mobile device such as a tablet. 

 Learning happens in the most relevant place – e.g. client location, in the field, on 

placement, or on campus.  

 Mobile enabled technologies enable communication and learning even when the 

most relevant location means students are separated (e.g. different allied health or 

school placements). 

 Devices and all required apps could be provided, or a BYOD approach used.  
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